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Meditation: Together, we are going into the stillness. We close our eyes, listen to the beating of
our heart, and we breathe deeply in …and out… During our exhalation, we release all our tension.

With our consciousness, we go into the soles of our feet and imagine spiritual roots growing
from our feet into Mother Earth. Now we are firmly grounded and, with our consciousness, we now
enter into our heart. We enter our Inner Temple, where GOD’S LIGHT is shining brightly. We align
with Him, and the Father says to us:

“Do you know, My earthly children, that you have within you many rooms, which you have
never entered? I want to incite you to explore these rooms.

Every human being has within him a room of peace. However, first your decision to enter this
room is necessary, no matter what is around you. For instance, if you are in discord or fighting, decide
to enter your room of peace, and you will be transformed.

Open the door and enter. Feel the atmosphere of this room, and feel how it envelopes you. It is
the most loving peace. It penetrates all your organs, cells and your soul. The peace encompasses you
completely. Remain there for a brief time. Do you feel the transformation? You are recognizing your
need to criticize here and there, which may still be hidden in some corner of your being, but now peace,
total peace, sets in. Due to this peaceful state, you are able to forgive, to pardon everything, to express
your feelings and thus to work out your conflict. This peace carries you beyond all this and leads you
to selfless love for your brothers and sisters and also for creation. Now leave this room and close the
door.

Now I will show you a room, which many of you rarely enter. Some of My human children
don’t even know that it exists. It is the room of fullness. Open the door and enter! The fullness shows
itself to you in many luminous colors. You hear sounds and wonderful music. You know that I send My
best children to this earth so that they would present you with musical works, with the fullness from My
kingdom. In addition, you will also find in this room the fullness of those things you need for your life
on this planet Earth. Wander about and see the fullness. I have given you everything, My children. It
is all there for you, and occasionally you walk right by it (blindly). Draw from the fullness of joy, bliss,
goodness, merriment (happiness), and from the fullness of what you need for this life. I give the
fullness to all My children on earth, if only the distribution would be effected more fairly. However, the
decision to enter this room, to find the fullness and to pass on the same, lies with you. May you bow
thankfully now and leave this room.

In your house, there are many more such rooms, which you passed by often. Let us enter the
most wonderful room together now. A door attracts you now. You open it, and a golden light shines,
the ‘Gold’ of Love. Your higher Self dwells in this room, for it has come forth from My love. In this
room your higher self is awaiting you, the human being. Feel now the love as it penetrates you. You
are finding characteristics, such as power, gentleness, devotion, conviction, and many other things.

My beloved, may you enter this room, your own primordial room of love. May you enter it
often.. For there you will find the greatest learning processes for the human being; for you recognize
the difference between man and spirit being. Let your higher Self embrace your human being! Once
more perfect love penetrates you completely. You hear heavenly music, and morning dawns. It is the
dawning of your spiritual being. Allow your love-sun to rise higher and gain strength over your human
being! Now bow in thankfulness once again and leave the room.

Thus there are the various rooms. They can be your predispositions and talents. And if you care
for your Inner house in this way, you will discover many a room you had never entered before.

May you now remain in your Inner Temple and hear My WORD to you.”
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Revelations from the level of Love
ow quickly, My sons and daughters, has the time sped by in this past year. Reflection is at hand,
and I, your heavenly FATHER, will help you with it.H
When this period (this year) in time and space began, what was your wish to Me? “Father, let

me become even more love, yes, let me be love. FATHER, I want to outgrow my human being in order
to serve you even more.” Now you are impelling in your inner being the thoughts which with you
began this year.

Even though, from the spiritual view, this path by way of Earth lasts only a brief moment,
nonetheless, that brief moment is of greatest significance for your eternal being.

You had this question: “How should we prepare ourselves, Father, for the change to the other
side of life, now or later? For instance, are the many young people, who are losing their lives in
accidents, prepared for the earthly death?” About this, too, I will speak with you. But I want to explain
something else to you, so that your understanding for your neighbor will grow and you don’t constantly
trip over yourselves, over your numerous mirrors, which will follow you for as long as you are bothered
by something about your neighbor.

On your side of the world, the day is coming to an end. It is growing dark sooner now, and you
are invited, not only to brighten this darkness with external candles, but also with your light. Do you
not say about this season: This is a time of stillness? Still, you rush through your days and many a sigh
rises up to Me: “FATHER, I want to be (doing everything) in love and fulfill what my soul wants me to
do. Especially during the preparation time of your coming (Advent), which we celebrate annually, I
wish to remain quiet and calm within me and would like to catch up with all the things I have neglected
to do during the year.”

My sons, My daughters, I give to you all power, all love, so that you will actualize your
resolution and close out this year with joy in your hearts: “FATHER, I may have been late, still I
fulfilled my plans of improving in this time span (of a year).”

Thus you are growing gradually and are ascending your ladder to life, rung after rung, not
without looking back to all your fellow climbers in order to give them spiritual as well as practical help.
As I have told you, love is sometimes strict. It has to be, for in love is growth, and growth happens in
earnestness, which, in this case, is coupled with love. Now I am addressing a topic, which was a
concern during your conversation today, that is, the care of someone who is in the process of leaving
this earth. I ask you, is love not what makes saying your good-byes bearable, at least from the physical
standpoint? Does love permit your aged brothers and sisters to suffer bedsores due to wetness or other
causes? Is love not entitled to sternly encourage your elderly to perform varied functions, for as long as
they are still able?

Is it love, when your parents or other relatives, who have reached advanced age, have to
languish in homes or hospices, where the caretakers hardly have the opportunity to care for them
properly due to time constraints? Where is My commandment upheld, which I gave to Moses, that
says: Honor your father and mother that you may prosper during your life on earth?

How society has changed. In the small villages, most people even today take part in the
sometimes lengthy good-byes of the brother or sister who is setting out to change from this sphere to
the next. When the soul has passed on, the family and friends come together for a joyous feast. There is
laughter and the assembled commemorate the life of the deceased while he or she was still among them.
Amusing anecdotes are related, which tends to cheer up the “mourning” party.
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In your cities, on the other hand, it is often only the children who accompany the deceased on
their last journey. So the times have changed, even your sensibilities toward
the one who – in light of the other side of life – is spending his or her last days or months here. Where
do you find someone being cared for by his family during his or her farewell period?

I go with each and every one of My children on his or her last journey, whether he or she
believes in Me or not. And everything is being done on the other side of life to make his or her steps
easier and to prepare for the reception on the other side. This is also true for the young human beings
who, by premonition, are prepared for the change-over.

Therefore, it would behoove all of you to think about your own dying process, your own death.
This too is part of your learning experiences, which, by the way, you are not making for the first time,
My beloved.

Most of My children undergo a change just before the death of their human body. Where before
there was fear, a smile comes upon his or her face, and a certainty rises from their inner being, which
says, there is no death, neither in creation nor with human beings. All life is energy and this energy,
which is love, continues forever more.

Thus even the one who in his whole life never believed in anything is reminded of this
continuing energy by this same energy pervading his entire body once more, filling him with light. In
most cases the dying person hears the following sentence: “My son, My daughter, come home!” Light
spreads out, and all who have gone (home) before you, even your animals, are in this light.

I AM the center of this radiant light, prepared to take you in My arms. Whether or not it will
happen this way is not up to Me but depends on the free will of My child, whose life reflects My love.
(If you) trust in My mercy, then the angels can take on guiding you, bringing the child to the
appropriate level that corresponds with his love for Me; for trust is love. If he or she sees Me as the
vengeful GOD and is afraid of Me, he or she will turn away from Me and see into the darkness of his or
her own being. However, I leave no stone unturned in helping My child to recognize that My being is
Love and Mercy, as well as infinite Patience. Thus eventually, My child will overcome his fear and
will once again turn to Me. Again, the angels are at hand, helping him with all the might of the
heavens.

My beloved, may you use this time of stillness and link with your inner light again and again, as
you have heard it in the meditation, and may you visit with the rooms, which you often pass by
consciously, because you do not want to see (what is there). How do you call it? “Let’s sweep this
under the carpet, for then it is no longer visible!” So it goes with the rooms. This is why on occasion I
have to speak to you with stern love: “My child, are you rushing by again, when you should be looking
at something instead? Very well, you have your freedom! However, see, you are turning the corner
again and there it is once more, your room. And the faster you run from it, the more quickly this room
will be at the next crossroads, until you recognize, in the very depth of your being, what it is that you
are not yet doing in the way of love.” Was not your own wish: “FATHER, let me become love”?

My friends, nevertheless, you have in the past year of time and space made great strides toward
My heart. Yes, many of you are consciously resting at My heart. In the last analysis, every child,
whether or not he or she is aware of it, lies at My heart. However, to do so consciously brings you
exceeding joy, so great, that only those who know this feeling can describe it. However, its bliss is
indescribable. For then you no longer care about the morrow. And you will no longer ask: “FATHER,
how should I accomplish all that, which still lies before me?” However, you know that you needn’t
think about it any longer; for you have entered the room of fullness (culmination). From the fullness
you draw My power, which I give to you in the measure in which you can bear it; for even the power
emanating through you has to find a being who can bear it. It is the same with the love, for both belong
together. When you have opened your inner being wide, power will flood you from My fullness. And
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come what may, you will remain calm and still in your inner being. And you will say: “FATHER, (I do
all things) with you!” And you inner light will be radiant and will illuminate this world, and you will
accomplish whatever you had once set out to do.

Always remember with how much power plants pierce snow and ice, such as your Christ Rose,
which blossoms in the winter time, or even the Dandelion, which still displays its crown of gold even
under a cover of snow. [A brother shared the story of a Dandelion on a cold November’s day, defiantly
facing the first snow.] What does this example mean for you? Under the snow cover means the
coldness of this world. It’s an allegation to showing “the power of a blooming flower” in the coldness
of your heart, showing the power of the inner light, not by preaching, not by proselytizing, but by being.
Just as the flower is, just as the sun is, so should you be, as all of you are in (the world of) eternity.
Then you will live on earth in My presence, gracing others with your inner light.

I know of your worries, I know about your illnesses oppressing you and about all your sad
thoughts; for nothing stays hidden from Me. I am the Consoler. I AM the GOOD SHEPHERD. I give
power, salvation. I give love and consolation. If only the child comes to My heart and remains there,
not falls into gloomy thoughts, but calls out to Me: “Oh FATHER, why am I thinking about the
tomorrow, You are, after all, my One and All, and I love you!”

Spoken from your deepest heart, does not this sentence take away all your worries and
afflictions? Yes, it erases them from your memory, giving you safety in exchange, safety in Me. What
can be more wonderful on this earth than to feel safe in My arms? When, despite the weakness of the
human body, a soul radiates love, blessing, peace, light, and salvation into this world for all those who
are experiencing bitter suffering from cold, hunger, and emotional grief as well, behold, it is a strong
soul. When such a soul sees the suffering of his fellow-man or woman, such a child, suffering her or
himself as well but putting it behind him while radiating love and blessing, shows great inner strength.
He sees the pain of his fellow-brother or sister and forgets his own suffering, gaining by this insight and
understanding for his fellow-men who suffer in the human garment, as well as in the soul-sphere.

He who has reached this inner, spiritual strength by My power will also become aware of those,
whom you call the dark ones, the opposing powers, or even demons and worse. I have spoken about
this with you already. They are your brothers and sisters. I am allowing them to come near to you
because you have the power within you, to raise these brothers and sisters into the light. Of course, this
will not happen from one day to the next.

Do not be fearful! Consider that I am the power in you, who lets love mightily stream through
you, so that those (dark ones) are touched in their inner being by this love; and there (in their inner
being) they are My children, just like you! May the darkly enveloped soul still be strongly burdened
by this, in the innermost being is the pure spirit, and your power of love is effective in them. It
penetrates the soul of your brother or sister, who journey through the darkness for your benefit as well,
as you help them on their way to the light, home to Me.

This time of preparation for My coming should be a very special time, during which the
darkness of the season reminds you of the darkness that many of your brothers and sisters still have to
pass through, for whom you light not only an external candle, but also a candle of the inner being, a
candle of love. So may you go through this season of stillness and break through ice and snow, just like
the flowers, penetrating (hearts) with your power of love and bringing light into the darkness with the
light of love. In your inner being and above you, blessing, yes salvation, streams forth from My
fullness and all around you, it is becoming light, yes daylight. And so you are in the process of
fulfilling the commission you once accepted in utter freedom.
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And so I bless this season lying before you, during which you reflect upon the past year. May
you take to heart everything I have given you in the WORD through this instrument, in accordance with
your freedom. Even though I am now silent through this child, My WORD is still among you.

Amen.

Revelation from the Level of Wisdom
y beloved brothers and sisters, I speak to you as your BROTHER, JESUS CHRIST, Who IS the
Love in the FATHER. I want to place you all into this light, of which I just spoke. And I will

place all those into this light who will allow Me to do so. I want to begin My WORD with the following
sentence:

M

He who mourns the loss has not yet recognized his gain.

Together, we will plumb the depths of these WORDS. To do this, I will consolidate several topics,
about which I have often spoken to you… about your agreement, your yes to Me, about the devotion to
the eternal Love, about your plea: LORD, let me become love!, and about your heart prayer: FATHER,
I love You! Together, let us see what is concealed behind all this!

As the eternal selfless Love, I have the wellbeing of all of My children in mind, exclusively.
This means that I will lead My children back to their heavenly bliss. Simultaneously, it means that on
the way there, some work is yet to be done, which must be accomplished. Whereby at this time I want
to focus not on what the human being has to do, but what My share of the work is, which I will do in
order to bring My children back to the heart of the FATHER. Maybe sometimes one or he other of you
has the impression that it is very difficult to subdue his own human self. This impression, My beloved
is erroneous, and we have often spoken about this as well before. What I need from My brothers and
sisters who want to set out on their way to heaven is their consent and their devotion, or their love-
confession. I will explain to you shortly what this is all about:

Every child who is in agreement with Me tells me, by this, that he or she wants me to change
him or her. These changes are necessary because only he who has heaven within him can enter heaven.
With your agreement, you are therefore giving Me the right to transform you toward the good. Perhaps,
on or the other of you doesn’t realize that such an agreement, which I take seriously, has far-reaching
effects. It means that I will initiate whatever necessary to help My child find self-recognition. I will
also radiate toward the human being all powers in order to afford him to release his recognized
problems and difficulties.

That is My share, which I have often expressed to you in the sentence: “Whosoever comes
toward Me but one step, toward him I will take many hundred steps; for I prepare the way for you, My
child, which leads you back to the FATHER’S heart.”
Human beings who have thus given Me their agreement will often experience an inner and external,
visible transformation; for I begin to illumine and enlighten all that, which before was hard, depressing
and cumbersome.

Human beings who continually go their path with Me can be recognized, first of all, by their
radiation, secondly by the way they deal with their fellow-man and with the entire creation. How does
one recognize the human being who has put himself by My side? Transpose this picture with your daily
life: Suppose you are asking an experienced driver about this or that traffic rule, for instance, how one
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enters and properly leaves a traffic circle. If this driver has learned to behave properly while driving in
traffic, driving has become second nature; then can also tell you from his own experience how to
handle yourself in such situations.

Now transfer this picture to the behavior of a person who is walking the path with Me. When he
is asked in what events or occurrences he has changed his life and how he has changed his life, he will
be able to give you an answer to the following questions: How did you overcome your fears? How did
you get rid of your insecurities? In what way have you worked out your inner freedom? How did you
overcome your laziness?

Such problems and many others occupy people and they look for solutions. And they hope for
solutions from people who express that they are walking with GOD; that they are walking at the hand of
their BROTHER JESUS CHRIST, Who has taken their agreement with Him seriously and Who has
shown them, by bringing them to self-recognition, where their weaknesses lie, and has helped them
overcome them. He who has grown strong in his inner being can tell about how to get there.

Now my serious question to you, that is, to those of you who have been hearing My WORD for
many years: “Can you, My brother, My sister, say with all of your heart, that you have gained control of
your life in this or that specific point?” If your answer is yes, you have actualized what you have read
or heard (from ME). If not, surely there are a few more things upon which to improve. If you honestly
wish to know where you could still improve, come to Me and Me.

Say to Me: “LORD, I truly want to change, but these and those rooms in my inner being are
still unknown to me. I didn’t want to look into them, but I now recognize that I must look at this too
and work out whatever there is still to do with Your help.” Do you believe, dear brother, dear sister, I
would not fulfill such a request? I am waiting for you to ask. I am waiting to do My part and to help
you discard and transform whatever you give ME. You often hesitate, wanting to keep something,
which you believe you still need. Often there are fears: What will I have to do without if I walk at the
hand of my Brother? If you have such thoughts, My child, think carefully about these WORDS:

“He who mourns the loss has not yet recognized his gain.”

For one, I never take from you anything that you release to Me willingly. Second, I give My
love to you out of the fullness, the love that wants to stream through your life. You pray and ask often
for the power of love, which is comparable with a river. Since I disseminate Myself (My power)
eternally, My power streams throughout the entire creation. Therefore, it is never about pleading for
more power from Me, but to ask Me, always, to remove the barriers that have been built up over time,
which hinder the power to flow freely, to heal and create order, to recognize and to clear things up. If
that is what you want, My brother, My sister, come to Me, and I will renew your agreement; realize that
by doing this of free will, you are giving Me the right to change you.

Surely, you will let go of one or the other thing, but you will receive so much more than that.
And if you think about the WORDS once more:

He who mourns the loss has not yet recognized his gain,

These WORDS will look very different to you, for

I AM the gain, My brother, My sister,

and nothing greater can happen to you than My taking your hand and, by this, fulfilling your free will
and leading you to the FATHER’S heart.
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Amen.

Revelation from the Level of Mercy
y beloved sons and daughters, My love is in the midst of you, and it has opened your hearts
widely. Quite distinctly, I hear your agreement, your yes, in your hearts, which calls out to Me.

And so you are placing your hand in Mine and together, we go the paths you had planned for your
souls.

M
When you are standing at crossroads and don’t know whether to go left or right, I AM the ONE

WHO guides you to the right path, no matter whether you are deciding, in your freedom, to go right or
left.

Come to Me! Continually remind yourselves of your Source! I, your FATHER, AM your
SOURCE. I, your PRIMORDIAL FATHER, have created you from the purest love, and this love is
within you and waits to be delivered. The deliverance is simple, and occurs when you open that door
and place yourselves into the love consciously, when you allow the love to stream into your body, into
your soul.

I AM this love, and it shows you the way. The love blesses you, love heals you, and the love is
the light for you, which shines even when the deepest darkness surrounds you.. Trust in Me! And if it
is your free will, then agree with Me again and again!

Say: “FATHER, I want to go through My life with You.” Then I will guide you and will give
you the certainty of which ones are the right steps for your life. Once again, I bless you and
disseminate My healing love over you.

Amen.

We wish you a light-filled Advent
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